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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the results, the researcher can conclude about Duolingo 

application, Duolingo is language learning application that used to assists 

user with lessons about objective language. The design of Duolingo allows 

users to learn not only English but also any other language in the world. The 

researcher discovered that the English teacher in MI Babussalam used the 

Duolingo app as a secondary tool and as a variation in English instruction 

to help students understand. 

The first finding of this research is teacher perceive of the use 

Duolingo in online class. 

1. The teacher uses Duolingo for certain topic and not all of topic 

in textbook. Moreover, the teacher said many topics in Duolingo 

are not related to textbook. Consequently, the teacher cannot 

used Duolingo for every meeting. 

2. When topic in textbook and Duolingo are related, the teacher 

often used Duolingo as break session to bring back students’ 

focus or as a game in the end of meeting. The teacher said using 

Duolingo, especially in online class makes her students more 

enjoy and excited. For disadvantage or problem, the teacher said 
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you cannot access Duolingo’s lesson if your smartphone is not 

connected to internet. 

The second finding of this research is students perceive of the use of 

Duolingo in learning process in online class. Most of the students in sixth 

grade have positive response toward Duolingo. Many of them are excited 

when the teacher used Duolingo in learning process. They also said 

Duolingo helps them to know new vocabularies, memorize words, and how 

to pronounce words. For the problem the students said same with the 

teacher, Duolingo needs internet connection to use it. 

B. Suggestions 

The following recommendation is made by the researcher based on 

the findings of the study: 

1. For English Teacher 

It would be better if the teacher uses other application beside 

of Duolingo to help students if material in textbook is not related to 

Duolingo. There are plenty applications that can helps teacher to 

deliver material or as a game in the middle of meeting to recover 

students focus and excitement.  
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2. For School 

It would be great if school has forum where teacher can share 

their experience and recommend while using application in teaching 

and learning process so other teacher can applied and their class to 

improve students’ interest. 

3. For further researcher 

It would be better for another researcher to explore various 

application that can be used for education. Because by conducting 

research to that topic, we can find out various response toward other 

application that helps to make ease deliver lesson material. 

 

  


